A business undergoing expansion is need of the following

**INDUSTRIAL ENGINEER**
Male/Female; Below 28 y/o; Graduate of Industrial Engineering; Experience is advantage but fresh graduates are welcome to apply.

**ACCOUNTING**
Male/Female; Below 28 y/o; Graduate of Accounting, Banking and Finance, Commerce; fast learner & with initiative; work experience is a plus.

**GRAPHIC ARTIST**
Male/Female; Below 28 y/o; Graduate of Any Fine Arts or Advertising and Industrial Design; Must possess excelent skills in Adobe Photoshop, Illustrator and Corel; Creative can do layouts and packaging design; submit portfolio.

**INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY**
Male/Female; Below 28 y/o; Graduate of Information Technology; Familiar in SQL, trouble shooting; Knowledge in networking set up and configuration also software programming.

**HUMAN RESOURCE**
Male/Female; below 25 y/o; Graduate of Legal Management and Psychology; with initiative and fast learner; Fresh graduates are welcome to apply.

**HI SPEED SEWER**
Female; With experience in hi-speed sewing for garments factory; piece rate pay, also with daily allowance and incentives.

SEND RESUME TO hr_lec@yahoo.com, or call 0917-701-1933 / 562-9216 to 18.
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